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Abstract The tumor suppressor promyelocytic leukemia

(PML) was first identified as a component of PML–RARa
fusion protein, one of the initiating cytogenetic abnormal-

ities in acute promyelocytic leukemia. PML is now known

to have diverse functions regulating the DNA-damage

response, apoptosis, senescence, and angiogenesis. Recent

investigations have identified PML as a regulator of met-

abolic pathways in stem cell compartments, including the

hematopoietic system, and have provided researchers with

new strategies for controlling stem cell maintenance and

differentiation. Studies of PML in leukemia-initiating cells

demonstrate that PML is also an essential component of

their maintenance, which has drawn tremendous attention

to PML from scientists in various stem cell fields. Here, we

review research into PML and its associated pathways,

including recent studies of PML as it relates to stem cell

biology, as well as our finding that PML regulates fatty

acid oxidation, which is essential to the maintenance of

normal hematopoietic stem cells. We also discuss the

therapeutic potential of controlling PML-associated path-

ways. In particular, we describe promising evidence for the

use of arsenic trioxide in the treatment of chronic myeloid

leukemia.
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Introduction

The promyelocytic leukemia (PML) gene was first iden-

tified as a fusion partner of the human retinoic receptor

alpha (RARa) in acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL).

APL is categorized as the French–American–British sub-

type M3 of acute myelogenous leukemia (AML). More

than 98 % of APL patients harbor the t(15;17) translo-

cation in leukemic cells [1, 2], generating the PML–

RARa fusion gene. PML–RARa encodes an abnormal

transcription factor that retains the RING finger, B boxes

and at least two coiled coil (RBCC) domains of PML, and

most portions of RARa (Fig. 1) [3]. PML–RARa exerts a

dominant negative function on both of its parental pro-

teins, each of which has various functions that contribute

to myeloid differentiation, apoptosis, and DNA replication

and repair [4]. When all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) is

administered, it promotes RARa-target gene transcription

to overcome the differentiation block and induces the

differentiation of leukemic cells in APL. On the other

hand, arsenic trioxide (As2O3) induces degradation of

PML and the fusion protein encoded by PML–RARa
through sumoylation, and promotes differentiation of

leukemic cells, producing clinical remissions in APL

(Fig. 1) [5]. Since the introduction of ATRA and As2O3

therapies for the treatment of APL, the overall survival

rate has improved considerably. However, genetic muta-

tions resulting in amino acid substitutions in the RARa
ligand binding domain or the PML-B2 domain of PML–

RARa have both been reported as molecular mechanisms

underlying resistance to ATRA and As2O3 in refractory

cases of PML [6].

PML proteins dimerize through the RBCC domains and

then multimerize to form multi-protein sub-nuclear struc-

tures called PML-nuclear bodies (PML-NBs), which have
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three major biological functions. First, PML-NBs operate

as a nuclear sponge for proteins, accumulating and

releasing proteins under normal conditions, and seques-

tering foreign or misfolded proteins in pathological con-

ditions. Second, PML-NBs form catalytic surfaces for the

post-translational modification of proteins by sumoylation,

ubiquitination, phosphorylation or acetylation. Third,

PML-NBs serve as active sites for specific nuclear func-

tions such as transcriptional regulation or heterochromatin

formation. Through these functions, PML-NBs orchestrate

biological processes, including DNA-damage response,

apoptosis, senescence and angiogenesis in various tissues

(Fig. 2a); [7, 8].

In this review, we alternate between discussions of

normal homeostatic control and the deregulation that

breeds malignancy to describe the mechanisms by which

PML regulates the growth and proliferation of hemato-

poietic stem cells (HSCs) through the phosphatidylinositol

3-kinase (PI3-kinase)/Akt pathway. We also discuss how

this pathway contributes to HSC energy metabolism, which

is essential for HSC maintenance. Finally, we explore

exciting evidence for the pharmacologic inhibition of PML

in the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML)

and we propose directions for the future study of this very

exciting protein.

PTEN antagonism of PI3-kinase/Akt/mTOR signaling

in hematopoietic stem cells

The PI3-kinase pathway promotes cell growth, prolifera-

tion and survival. PI3-kinase is activated following

upstream signaling by growth factors, such as insulin or

insulin-like growth factors; nutrients, especially amino

acids; and environmental stress, including hypoxia [9, 10],

which leads to the generation of phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-

trisphosphate (PIP3) [10]. In turn, PIP3 activates Akt,

which phosphorylates downstream substrates such as the

tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) and the forkhead box O

(FoxO) family of proteins (Fig. 2b); [11]. Phosphorylation

by Akt negatively regulates TSC, which leads to the acti-

vation of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)

kinase [11]. The mTORC1 complex is a nutrient-sensitive

multiprotein complex that is directly inhibited by rapa-

mycin and promotes cell growth and proliferation by

activating S6 kinase [11].

PI3-kinase signaling is inhibited by the phosphatase and

tensin homolog (PTEN) tumor suppressor. PTEN dephos-

phorylates PIP3 [12] resulting in the suppression of Akt,

thus reducing the growth and proliferative effects of this

pathway (Fig. 2b). Conditional deletion of Pten leads to

persistently enhanced self-renewal without exhaustion in

PML/RAR

Block of 
differentiation

+ ATRA Promoting RAR -target gene 
transcription

+ As2O3
Degradation of PML/RAR

through sumoylation

PML (15q22) RAR (17q21)

Differentiation of 
leukemic cells

B BoxRING Coiled Coil B domain C D E F

Fig. 1 Structure of the PML–RARa fusion protein. PML–RARa
encodes the RING finger, B boxes and at least two coiled coil (RBCC)

domains of PML, and most portions of RARa including the B through

F domains. B domain, transcriptional activation domain (AF-1); C

domain, DNA binding site which contains two C2C2 zinc finger

motifs and RARa binds to retinoic acid response element (RARE)

located in the promoters of many genes through this domain; D, hinge

region; E, transcriptional activation domain (AF-2); F, function

unknown. The PML–RARa fusion protein induces a block of

hematopoietic differentiation. When all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA)

is administered, it disassociates corepressor from the PML–RAR/

RXR complex and recruits coactivator, promoting RARa-target gene

transcription to overcome the differentiation block and enables

leukemic cells to differentiate in APL, leading to their exhaustion. On

the other hand, arsenic trioxide (As2O3) induces degradation of PML

and the fusion protein PML–RARa through sumoylation, and

promotes differentiation of leukemic cells in APL
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neural stem cells [13]. In contrast, Pten deletion from adult

HSCs leads to an increase in cell cycle entry and the rapid

depletion of HSCs, yet causes the generation of trans-

plantable leukemia-initiating cells (LICs) [14–16]. It has

been shown that these effects are mostly mediated by

mTOR, as they are abrogated by rapamycin treatment [14].

On the other hand, the inactivation of FoxO family

transcription factors has also been implicated in the

exhaustion of HSCs driven by Pten deletion. HSCs are

reported to be vulnerable to the effects of oxidative stress

[17]. When FoxO is localized to the nucleus, FoxO pro-

motes the expression of enzymes that reduce reactive

oxygen species (ROS). In Pten deletion, activated AKT

phosphorylates FoxO proteins, restricting them to the

cytoplasm and resulting in an increase of ROS levels [18].

In adult HSCs, the deletion of Foxo3a alone, or the deletion

of Foxo1, Foxo3 and Foxo4 together, leads to increased

ROS levels, the depletion of HSCs and the loss of recon-

stitution capacity, which is rescued by treatment with the

antioxidant N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) [19, 20].
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Fig. 2 The many functions of promyelocytic leukemia nuclear

bodies and PML as a negative regulator of the PI3-kinase/Akt/mTOR

pathway. a Promyelocytic leukemia nuclear bodies (PML-NBs)

regulate diverse cellular functions, including the DNA-damage

response, by storing and releasing checkpoint proteins and repair

proteins following DNA damage; metabolism necessary for stem cell

maintenance; cellular apoptosis and senescence; and angiogenesis.

PML-NBs orchestrate these many functions through post-translational

modification of proteins, including sumoylation, acetylation and

phosphorylation; regulation of nuclear activities, such as transcription

and chromatin organization; and the identification and storage of

proteins. b Aberrant activation of the PI3-kinase/Akt/mTOR pathway

leads to the depletion of HSCs, which enter the cell cycle and are

quickly exhausted. This pathway is negatively regulated by nuclear

PML at several levels. PML maintains the PTEN tumor suppressor in

the nucleus and inactivates phosphorylated AKT by recruiting an Akt

phosphatase. PML also suppresses mTOR by inhibiting its association

with Rheb, through physical interaction and accumulation of mTOR

in the nucleus. Rheb, Ras homolog enriched in brain; TSC, tuberous

sclerosis complex
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PML regulation in normal hematopoietic stem cells

Like PTEN, PML also serves as a tumor suppressor by

negatively regulating the PI3-kinase/Akt/mTOR pathway

at multiple levels. Trotman et al. [21] demonstrated that

PML prevents cancer by inactivating phosphorylated AKT

(pAKT) inside the nucleus by co-localizing the Akt phos-

phatase PP2a and pAKT in PML-NBs. Under hypoxic

conditions, PML suppresses mTOR activity by inhibiting

its association with Ras homolog enriched in brain (Rheb),

a small GTPase, through physical interaction and accu-

mulation of mTOR in the nucleus [22]. Additionally, Song

et al. [23] reported that PML-NBs further repress the PI3-

kinase/Akt axis by promoting the accumulation of mono-

ubiquitinated PTEN in the nucleus by opposing the activity

of the deubiquitinating enzyme HAUSP (herpesvirus-

associated ubiquitin-specific protease or USP7) through

control of the adaptor protein DAXX (Fig. 2b). Consider-

ing the evidence for PML as a negative regulator of the

PI3-kinase/Akt pathway, a pathway which leads to HSC

exhaustion when activated, and the known role of the PML

hybrid protein in hematological malignancies [14–16, 19,

20], we hypothesized that PML is essential in the mainte-

nance of normal HSCs, as well as LICs.

We first found that the Pml expression is high in HSCs

and declines as they differentiate. We also observed a

greater number of PML-NBs in HSCs, as compared to

committed cells [24]. Next, we showed that HSCs are

reduced in older Pml-/- mice, and that Pml-/- HSCs have

diminished repopulating capacity on serial transplantation.

Colony forming assays, cell cycle analysis and examination

of early time points in transplantation experiments revealed

that Pml-/- HSCs exhibit reduced quiescence, which likely

contributes to their exhaustion. Thus, we concluded that

PML is critical in the long-term maintenance of HSCs,

though the precise molecular mechanisms underlying this

role remained unclear.

Metabolism in normal hematopoietic stem cells

Most mammalian cells produce adenosine triphosphate

(ATP) by mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, which

utilizes glucose, glutamine or fatty acids. While mito-

chondrial ATP synthesis is the most efficient form of

energy metabolism, it yields a damaging byproduct: reac-

tive oxygen species (ROS).

HSCs are particularly vulnerable to the effects of oxi-

dative stress, especially DNA damage, due to their lon-

gevity [17, 25, 26], and the ability of HSCs to self-renew

and differentiate allows for accumulated damage to be

spread throughout the entire hematopoietic system [27]. To

avoid ROS generation and the associated damage, adult

HSCs generally maintain a slow-cycling state [28, 29]. We

have previously discussed FoxO’s role in the reduction of

ROS in HSCs. Additionally, HSCs reside in the rather

hypoxic bone marrow niche. Furthermore, glycolysis has

been reported to be the main method of energy production

in long-term HSCs (LT-HSCs) [28], and it is reasonable

that they would utilize glycolysis, which is anaerobic and

minimizes ROS production.

Simsek et al. [30] have reported that the transcription

factors MEIS1 (Meis homeobox 1) and hypoxia-inducible

factor 1a (HIF1a) are markedly enriched in LT-HSCs and

upregulate the expression of glycolytic enzymes. In addi-

tion, Takubo et al. [31, 32] have shown that HIF1a pre-

vents oxidative phosphorylation in LT-HSCs by regulating

pyruvate dehydrogenase kinases (PDKs) 2 and 4.

Additionally, there are reports that the highly conserved

tumor suppressor LKB1 (liver kinase B1) is critical for the

maintenance of energy homeostasis in HSCs through

AMPK/mTORC1 dependent and independent mechanisms,

which require further elucidation. Lkb1-deficient bone

marrow cells exhibit mitochondrial defects, alterations in

lipid and nucleotide metabolism, and depletion of cellular

ATP [33–35].

Overall, it appears that LT-HSCs produce energy

through glycolysis, thus avoiding ROS generation and

maintaining their repopulating capacity.

PML-PPARd-FAO regulation in normal hematopoietic

stem cells

As previously mentioned, glycolysis has been reported to

be the primary method of energy metabolism in HSCs [28,

30], and the tumor suppressor LKB1 is reported to be

essential for the maintenance of HSCs through mitochon-

drial metabolism [33–35]. However, the contribution of

lipid catabolism to HSC function remained unclear.

Relating to fatty acid oxidation (FAO), peroxisome pro-

liferator-activated receptor d (PPAR-d), also known as

PPAR-b, has been established as a crucial regulator of the

transcriptional program underlying FAO [36, 37]. Thus, we

investigated whether PPAR-d and FAO could be relevant

to HSC biology.

We first showed that PPAR-d is highly expressed in

CD34neg c-Kit?Sca?Linneg (KSL) cells, whereas PPAR-a
and PPAR-c are not [38]. In vivo and in vitro assays using

Ppard-conditional knockout KSL cells demonstrated that

loss of Ppard profoundly affects quiescence and repopu-

lating capacity of HSCs, while treatment with PPAR-d
agonists (GW-501516) increases the maintenance and

repopulating capacity of HSCs. We also demonstrated that

Pml-deficient HSCs have lower expression of PPAR-d
targets, and defects of Pml-/- HSCs were partially rescued
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by PPAR-d agonists. Pharmacological inhibition of FAO

by etomoxir also reduced the repopulating capacity of

HSCs [38]. Taken together, we concluded that the PML-

PPAR-d-FAO pathway is critical to the self-renewal of

HSCs.

We further hypothesized that the PML-PPAR-d-FAO

pathway regulates asymmetric division of HSCs. Asym-

metric cell division is a defining characteristic of stem cells

that enables them to simultaneously self-renew and gen-

erate a committed progenitor [39]. Indeed, the deletion of

Ppard or Pml, as well as inhibition of FAO, results in the

symmetric commitment of HSC daughter cells, whereas

PPAR-d activation increases asymmetric cell division

(Fig. 3) [38], suggesting that the PML-PPAR-d-FAO

pathway regulates the decision between self-renewal and

differentiation in HSCs.

Metabolism in cancers

Examining the dysregulation that occurs in cancer is also

informative to the physiology of normal cells. The obser-

vation that malignant cells primarily utilize anaerobic

glycolysis was first made by Otto Warburg in the early 20th

Century [40]. Most cancer cells use enhanced cytosolic

glycolysis as a means of energy production, even under

normoxic conditions [41–43], hence the Warburg effect is

used to monitor solid tumor progression with positron

emission tomography (PET). Recent studies document a

role for the master regulator Myc in stimulating glutamine

catabolism, in part through the repression of microRNAs

(miRs) miR-23a and miR-23b [44]. Additionally, aberrant

activation of the PI3-kinase/Akt/mTOR pathway alters

cellular activities and metabolism in various cancers [45].

Although the metabolism of glucose and glutamate by

cancer cells has been a topic of thorough investigation, the

important role of fatty acids in the growth and survival of

cancer cells has only recently been recognized by

researchers.

Fatty acid metabolism in breast cancer

In an earlier study, Schafer et al. [46] demonstrated that

detachment of breast cancer cells from the extracellular

matrix (ECM) results in an ATP deficiency due to the loss

of ECM-dependent glucose transport. This ATP deficiency

could be rescued by FAO, which was inhibited by

detachment-induced ROS, when the cells were treated with

the antioxidants N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) or Trolox (a

water-soluble Vitamin E derivative). Their experimentation

provided a model for tumor survival in which cancer cells

either stimulate ECM-independent glucose transport or

mechanisms to reduce oxidative stress and restore FAO.

This is consistent with a previous finding that cancer cells

deprived of glucose maintain ATP production through

FAO [47], and highlights the important role that FAO may

play in cancer.

In an investigation of FAO in breast cancer, Carracedo

et al. [48] reported that PML enhances FAO through PPAR

signaling by inducing the deacetylation of PPAR-c coac-

tivator 1a (PGC1a) by SIRT1. Further, they demonstrated

that PML promotes ATP production and inhibits apoptosis

in in vitro breast cancer models, whereas the effect was

reversed with pharmacological inhibition of FAO. Gene set

enrichment analysis (GSEA) in PML-expressing breast

cancers showed a significant enrichment in activated

PPAR signaling [48]. Additionally, immunohistochemical

PGC1

Ac

PPAR

PGC1

PML-NB Asymmetric division
of stem cells

Stem cell 
maintenance

PGC1

Fig. 3 PML regulates

asymmetric division and stem

cell maintenance. PML induces

deacetylation of PGC1a, which

leads to the activation of

peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor (PPAR)

signaling and the expression of

fatty acid oxidation (FAO)

genes. FAO increases

asymmetric cell division in

HSCs, enabling their self-

renewal and maintenance.

When FAO is

pharmacologically inhibited by

etomoxir, HSCs undergo

symmetric commitment and are

exhausted
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analysis of breast cancer biopsies revealed that PML is

overexpressed in some breast cancers, particularly in the

highly refractory triple-negative subset. Moreover,

increased PML expression in breast cancer correlates with

reduced time to recurrence [48].

These findings suggest that PML and FAO represent

therapeutic targets in the treatment of breast cancer and

raise the possibility that the metabolic functions of PML

may be critical in other disease states, such as leukemias.

PML regulation in leukemic stem cells

Many critical mechanisms of HSC maintenance are also

important in LICs, and so we investigated the role of PML

in LICs. To probe the function of PML in leukemia, we

first checked PML expression in human samples of CML.

Strikingly, PML was highly expressed in blasts from CML

patients [24]. And, remarkably, CML patients with low

PML expression displayed higher complete molecular

response (CMR) and complete cytogenetic response

(CCyR) compared to patients with high PML expression.

Furthermore, patients with low PML expression showed

greatly improved overall survival in CML. These results

indicate that high levels of PML expression correlate with

poor clinical outcomes in CML [24], which is contrary to

the role of PML as a tumor suppressor in solid tumors.

Next, we transplanted Pml-/- bone marrow transduced

with p210BCR–ABL, which revealed that Pml is essential in

the maintenance of LICs as Pml-/- LICs fail to develop

CML-like disease after serial transplantation, in contrast to

similarly transduced normal bone marrow [49]. In addition,

inhibition of PML by As2O3 led to the reduction of qui-

escent LICs in bone marrow transduced with p210BCR–ABL

and cultured on stromal cells. Similarly, long-term culture-

initiating cell (LTC-IC) assays revealed the remarkable

inhibitory effect of As2O3 on LIC maintenance. Moreover,

As2O3 showed significant exhaustion of LICs in CML-

transplanted mice when paired with cytosine arabinoside

(Ara-C) chemotherapy, and combination treatment led to

complete cure in serially transplanted mice [24]. In pro-

gressive serial transplantations, As2O3 monotherapy

became more effective than Ara-C monotherapy, high-

lighting the importance of the LIC in the maintenance of

CML. Together, these findings demonstrate the essential

role of PML in LIC biology, and suggest that PML-tar-

geting could be a novel effective therapy in CML patients.

Clinical implications

Our study proposed a mechanism of HSC maintenance

by the PML-PPAR-d-FAO pathway, which controls

asymmetric division and self-renewal of HSCs. Deletion of

Ppard or Pml, as well as inhibition of FAO, results in the

symmetric commitment of HSC daughter cells, whereas

PPAR-d activation increases asymmetric cell division [38].

New strategies in the treatment of hematologic diseases

may target this pathway to improve stem cell functions

after bone marrow transplantation or to increase the

recovery of HSCs after severe damage caused by chemo-

therapy or irradiation.

On the other hand, PML is also essential in the main-

tenance of LICs in CML and PML-targeting may prove an

effective therapy in CML and other leukemias. As2O3,

which targets PML for degradation [50], effectively indu-

ces quiescent LICs to enter the cell cycle leading to their

exhaustion and the eradication of LICs in mice transplanted

with CML [24]. The medicinal properties of arsenic have

been described for thousands of years, with its anti-leuke-

mic effects becoming evident in more recent centuries [51,

52]. Arsenic trioxide therapy is well tolerated and is now

used routinely, in combination with ATRA, to treat low

and intermediate risk APL [53–55]. Our promising results

have led to the initiation of a clinical trial of As2O3, which

would expand its use to the treatment of chronic-phase

CML in combination with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor

imatinib mesylate.

Discussion and future directions

Although there is clear evidence demonstrating the role of

the PML-PPAR-d-FAO pathway in the control of HSC

asymmetric division and maintenance, and the necessity of

PML in the maintenance of LICs in CML, there are several

issues to be elucidated in future studies.

While PML is essential in the maintenance of LICs in

CML, it is not clear whether this effect relies on the FAO

pathway downstream of PML. Additionally, the role of

PML in other leukemias, such as acute myeloid leukemia,

should be investigated.

Also, the physiologic role of PML in other stem cell

populations should be the topic of further study. In nervous

system development, loss of Pml causes differentiation

failure and decreased cortical thickness [56]. Similarly,

Pml deficiency leads to differentiation defects in the mur-

ine mammary gland, in both pregnant and virgin mice,

which include aberrant gland morphology and disrupted

lineage determination in bi-potent luminal progenitors [57].

Studies in mouse embryonic stem cells have demonstrated

that the important stem cell regulator Oct4 and its activator

Tr2 localize to PML-NBs, which supports a role for PML

in the maintenance of the transcriptional profile of

embryonic stem cells [58, 59]. Accompanying studies in

human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) are lacking, but
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the highly variable morphology of PML-NBs in hESCs

suggests that PML may play a crucial role in early human

development [60]. Clearly, PML’s role in normal stem cell

physiology and homeostasis is an exciting and expanding

area of study.

In summary, PML has diverse functions regulating

biological processes such as DNA-damage response,

apoptosis, senescence and angiogenesis in various tissues,

and its role in stem cell maintenance is under investigation.

Researchers have benefited from similarities in the mech-

anisms through which normal HSCs and LICs are main-

tained, which have allowed for insightful studies into the

roles of FAO in stem cell physiology and in malignancy.

New therapeutics may target metabolism to either enhance

stem cell functions or to exhaust LICs. Further investiga-

tion into PML and its associated pathways, in both normal

and pathologic conditions, may provide more pharmaco-

logic targets and will shed light on the role of metabolism

as a mediator of cell-fate.

In this review, we have outlined and discussed the

details of PML and the PML-PPAR-d-FAO pathway on

hematopoietic and leukemic stem cells. Further study into

the similarities and differences in the function of PML

between hematopoietic and leukemic stem cells is still

needed and may provide novel and powerful strategies to

target LICs in various types of leukemias.
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